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IV.—Facsimiles of ancient inscriptions, lithographed by James Prinsup, 

Sec. As. Soc. &c. &c. 

{Continued from page 786.] 

Copper-plates from Multaye, or Multai. 

Plate XLIV. exhibits in facsimile an inscription on three copper- 

plates connected by a ring and seal in the usual manner, It was 

discovered by Manaton Ommanney, Esq. of the Civil Service, under 

circumstances which will be best described by an extract from his letter, 

transmitting the originals whence the lithographs have been made :— 

“* Baitool, 9th Oct. 1837. 

** My lone promised inscription has been delayed in the hope of 

elucidating its contents: but all my endeavours have been without 

Success. 
‘« The plates belong to Kamara Buartri’ a gosdin, who is a pensioner 

of government, and who enjoys a small parcel of rent-free land at 

Multéye, as a religious grant for puja at the temples built on the tank 

whence the Jupéi river is said to take its rise. On my investigating 

the rent-free tenures two years ago the man brought them ashis sanad 

and begged me to use my influence in procuring the restoration of 

his rent-free village of Khar Amla near Multdye, which had been 

resumed at the commencement of our rule in these provinces by 

Major McPuerson. The plates he said were proof of right ; for no one 

could read them, they were so old and authentic. Whatever other 

proof he may possess it is clear that the present sanad altogether 

disproves his pretensions. Observing in your journal for November 

last an illustration of the copper-plate inscription sent by Mr. 

McLeop from Seonf I recollected this and sent for it. 

“‘ By means of a key you furnished, and by comparison with an 

inscription communicated by Serjeant Dean in a former number of 

your publication, I made out a part but could get no good pandit to 

translate what I had deciphered. I made over the key and plate to 

Duuno1 Rasa SuXstri', our sadar dmin, who kindly finished the task 

and gave me a translate in Bhasha. 

““There are no such names as Datta Résa*, Govinna R&sa, 

Maswamixa R&sat, or Nanna RAs, in the catalogue of Garha Mandala 

rajas. They may be descendants of Baxut Buuanp of Deogarh 

Balaghat, but it is not probable. It appears that they were Rahtores 

* I read this name Durcea Ra’sa.—Ep. 

t The sadar dmin reads Maswamika rdja; but it is probable that the text 

should be understood as Srimat-Swdmika rdja.—Ep. 
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(Rashtra kutas), but still they were called Ghorowa or Gond*, which 

induces me still to think they must have reigned somewhere in these 
parts. The villages mentioned have not the slightest resemblance 

in name to any in this district, nor can I discover any at all like them 

at Hoshangdbdd or Jubalpir. 
“« You will observe that the grantee in the sanad is a Chaubi, (Chatur- 

vedi,) and the present possessor a gosain, which shews that it must 

have changed hands though the gosafn tells me it has been in his. 

hands for forty generations,—a piece of gross exaggeration! Noone 

could read or decipher it, and it was looked upon with great venera- 
tion and respect : indeed I could hardly induce the man to lend it 

to me.” 

My friend Mr. Ommawney has been very successful in deciphering 

these plates, there being but few places in which a careful collation 

with the aid of my pandit has suggested an amendment of his reading. 

One of the most obvious corrections is that of the name, on the seal, 

and in the second line of the 3rd page where the plate is much worn, 

viz. YupwAsura in lieu of Yudhdstara, which the sadar dmin apparent- 

ly supposed a corruption of Yudhishthira. The first name also read as 

Darra R&sa should be Durcea RAsa. 
But the most material correction applies to the date, which Mr. 

Ommanney interprets as Samvat 1630, or A. D. 1573. The alphabe- 

tical type at once proves that this supposition is many centuries too 

modern, nor do I clearly see how the pandit could so far have misled 

his master in the translation, seeing that the text is read by Mr. 

Ommanney himself and the pandit s'ateshu shatkena trins’ottareshu. 
The obvious meaning of this is six hundred and thirty besides,—just 

about the period we should have assigned to the writing on com- 

parison with the Gupta and Gujerdti styles. But it is not at all 
certain that this is the correct reading, or that the era can be assumed 

to be that of VixramApirya. The precise letters in modern character 

are, ; 

RR ATS HAGt Kay Q x Fwainty 
saka kdlé samvatsare s'ateshu ? ? trins’ottareshu. 

Now in the first place, the era is here that of Saka or Salivdhana: 

in the next, after the word s’ateshu, hundreds, in the plural num- 

ber, two unknown characters follow which may be very probably 

numerals. The second has much resemblance to the modern & or 

* The word supposed to be Ghorowa is precisely the same as that on the seal, 

the surname of the rdja, YupuHA’suRA, the ‘ hero in battle,’ so that the connec- 

tion with the Gond tribes cannot be thence deduced.—Ep. 
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eight, but the first is unknown and of a complex form : its central 

part reminds us of the equally enigmatical numeral in one of the 

Bhilsa inscriptions. It may perhaps designate in a cipher the word 

anké 4%, ‘in numerals’ thus purporting ‘in the year of Saka, hundreds, 

numerically 8, and thirty over.’ A fertile imagination might again 

convert the cipher into the word aya, eight, afterwards expressed 

in figures ; but I must leave this curious point for future elucidation, 

wavering between 630 and 830 for the date of the document, which 

in either case is of considerable antiquity and indeed one of the most 

ancient of such records yet brought to light containing a date. 

I now subjoin Mr. OmMmanney’s transcript and translation with the 

modifications I have before alluded to. 

On the Seal, AVTATAT: 

First page. 

afta faxity fafsurratnanfa shoreqerad ca 
~ n~ = a 

aefaufseecasaal CMC sTeU: Saleteat Ca het aifsaa 
nN AN ARNO ~ ei ° e 

watanacaynat weal fang fateaaraes vita | TUE 

ALIA TANAAT AT SAT SATTL: MALT C TS * TATA ALATA: 
Second page. 

~ NG e ° 

Sarena saauat seaifeid ured aararetaate 

aifaatat: Salad Gas: aawaya: Gait asa: Staears: 
° sd YVR 

Hat ata: aietan: aageitea: are Rca feat Heal Taals 

afeafusmien afta Feragatceafuate: wags 
aifaat 

Third page. 
° ~ ~ EN PN = ~ 

aq aaatane sraifeq aadcifhaantcacy Tae 

Ue WARTS: WeTaT AWEwCuTAaTT wT Asa 
wsedatsaaufanta ainadtt aaaatyata fafeara 

* The metre requires here an addition of 12 letters to the 9 found in the ori- 

ginal to complete the Sardiéla vikririta verse. These KAMALA’KA’NTA would 

supply thus: BITS RAAT SAAT ‘the moon of the happiness of the 
wise.’ 

Bee 
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aaat sen ft aah sars gUraSe RraaTara fers 
no Ay 

aqd< Wald Cagy 
Fourth page. 

Ne 

sqaeyata Soauaqacia fateh 

ufaaa foufearat sta TWAT Yau VaTtATA efawa 
A e 6 : i 

ufscraest: aT qeaTania: aifiaAUIUMAt sears ofa 
~ ¢ A 6 = Ss 

uifea: Gatreewacaa oiiaeutafcaearaas: ofaarest 

foes auatatacuenqaata: sieqeegaraa4ay 
~ AN e AA 6 

weae cafsasnranwaa: aiteta 
Fifth page. 

SHANNA CIA Wea Ts 
e EN : 

fraguaat tse wate: ce ay ac afaay ag 
° c NO ~N ° 

at ws afzauagartu wa fasta uive: || SaTaTqaaty 

aaa ALR Faq MAAS IMeMay waa (?) aracy fa 

fea fae wad aifafsafeaass fated | 
Translation of the Muitdye Plates. 

(On the Seal) Sri’ Yupa’sura, (the adopted name of the prince.) 
Swasti! Sprung of the pleasing lineage of the Rashtrakuta ( Rahtore ), 

like the moon from the ocean of milk, was the Prince Sri’ Durga Ra/’sa 

through whose conciliatory conduct to the meritorious, and his vigorous 

energy, extending his rule to the ocean, secured him the good will of both 
parties, (his friends and enemies.) His son was Govinna Ra’sa, whose fame 

was earned in many a battle ;—from him was born the self-controlling and 

fortunate Prince Ma’swamixa Ra’sa,the unrivalled, whose valor is every 

where the theme of song, who never turned his back in battle and was 

-always victorious. His son is Sri’ Nanna Ra’sa, much respected by the 

pious; handsome, accomplished, humane, faultless, a dreadful avenger 

(kéla) on his enemies: foremost of the aspirants for military renown, 

chief of the dignified, and prominent among the active and intelligent, the 
very tree of desire (kalpa druma_) to the necessitous. 

All natural and acquired qualities seek refuge in his virtuous breast, 

a firm Bréhmana—a firm Bhdgavata*—his surname is Sri YuppHasurat, 

(the hero of battle.) He hereby proclaims to all his officers, nobles, and 

* That is, a rigid disciple of VisHnvu. 

t Mr. OMmManney reads ‘ Ghorowa Sur—(Ghorowa the Sanskrit for Gond)' 

but the word is evidently the same as that on the seal. 
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the holders of villages, ‘“‘ Be it known to all of you that we, for the pro. 
motion of our father and mother’s virtues, consecrating with water, 

present to Sri Prasna Caaturvepa® of the Kautsa tribe, the grandson of 

Mirra CwHaturvepa, and son of Rana Prasyuat CuHaturvepa, the 

village named Jalau Kuhat bounded on the west by Kinihi vajard, on the 

north by Pippariké, on the east by Jalukdé, and by Ujdnagréma§ on the 

south,—on the full moon of the month of Kartika. 

Let this gift be held unobjectionable and inviolate by our own posterity, 

and by princes of other lines. Should any whose mind is blinded with 
ignorance take it away, or be accessary to its resumption by others, he will 
be guilty of the five great sins. 

It is declared by the divine Vydsa the compiler of the vedas, ‘“ Many 
kings have in turn ruled over this earth, yet he who reigneth for the time 
is then sole enjoyer of the fruits thereof||. ‘The bestower of lands will live 
sixty thousand years in heaven, but he who resumes it or takes pleasure 
in its resumption is doomed to hell for an equal period.’” 

In the Shakakdl, six ({1) hundred and thirty years over, was written this 

edict (Sdésanam): Ava, the well skilled in peace and war**, wrote it. 

Arabic tombstone in the Society’s museum. 

The stone containing the Arabic epitaph which I have lithographed 

in Plate XLV. was presented to the museum by Dr. Mitt, Principal 

of Bishop’s College, previous to his departure, as noticed in the pro- 

ceedings of the 1st November (printed in the present number). The 

account there given of the place whence it was brought “a ruined 

burial ground on the African coast of the Red Sea’ corresponds so 

closely with the locality of a similar tombstone depicted by Sir Graves 

Havauron in the first volume of the Royal Asiatic Society’s transac- 

tions, while the stone itself agrees so precisely with the description 

there given, in appearance and in date, that I cannot help imagining it 

must be the twin brother of the one carried home. I may quote the 

very words from Lord VaueEnt1a’s travels also borrowed by Sir 

G. HaveurTon : 

**On the northern side (of the fort of Dhalec-el-kibeer) are the 

ruins of two small mosques built of stone, with round cupolas at top 

* Commonly pronounced Chaube. 

+ Mr. Ommanney reads Ratka but the original has evidently Rana written 

with @ instead of q, 

t Apparently a vernacular name, ‘ the well of water.’ 

§ The sadar amin, Mr. OMMANNEY says, would read BEIAATa, but the se- 

-cond letter is evidently a ja, and the class of the succeeding nasai confirms it. 

|| That is, I suppose, his power is absolute to grant endowments, &c. 

g I have kept here Shatkena, as read by Mr. O.—See the preceding remarks. 

** Sandhi vigrahi,—(the minister ?) 
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but ofa rude workmanship. In the one toward the sea is an Arabic 

inscription cut on a stone placed in a recess. Around the mosque a 

great number of monumental stones are placed upright in the ground 

at the heads of the persons whom they commemorate ; many are 

well carved, and beautifully adorned with flowers and other ornaments, 

some in the Cufic, some in the Arabic character. As the stones are in 

general of a portable size, Mr, Saur was desirous of taking one away, 

but as he was assured by the priest that this could not be done without 

express permission from the Nayib of Massowah, he contented himself 

with taking a copy of one inscription which seemed to be held in the 

highest veneration, though externally it had nothing to recommend 

it, being indifferently carved and having a corner broken. The priest 

informed him that it belonged to the Shekh or Sult4n who built the 
tanks. It is immediately opposite to the principal mosque, and by 

the natives constantly kept moist with oil.”—Vol. II. p. 41. January 

14, 1805. Dhalac el Kibeer. ‘‘ At daylight I (Mr. Saxr) went with 
ABDALLAH and the two Europeans to the northern mosque for the 

purpose of getting possession of some of the monumental stones 

mentioned in my former account. The best finished inscriptions 

‘were engraved on stones too heavy to carry away. I therefore made 

choice of two of the most perfect carved in different characters that 

were portable, and wrapping them up very carefully, proceeded back 

to our lodgings, not quite satisfied, | own, with the propriety of what 

I was about.” 

Mr. Satt goes on to describe the contentions and dangers he had to 

encounter, and the bribes he had to pay before he succeeded in 

packing off his sacred spoils. ‘‘ When the trouble and expense, adds 

Mr. (now Sir G.) Haveuron, that have attended the procuring this 

tombstone are considered, it will be matter of regret with every one 

that these had not the good fortune to be bestowed on some object of 

greater interest.” 

The foregoing extract will serve, mutato loco, to detail the process of 

abstraction of the gravestone our museum boasts, if its removal be 

an object to boast of at all:—at any rate it affords us an authentic 

sample of the genuine Cufic character of eight centuries ago, and as 

such it is abstractedly worthy of a place among our other palzogra- 

phic monuments. But it is Mr. Haveuton’s description of the stone 

itself which may stand totidem verbis as the descriptive roll in our 

museum catalogue. ‘‘ The stone which is an unknown misshapen 

mass and very hard is of that variety of the trap family of rocks to 

which the term clinkstone seems the most applicable, from the sound 

a ee 

a 

; 
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it gives when struck with a hammer. The surface had never been po- 

lished and the engraver or stone-cutter took advantage of the natural 

fracture of the stone, as it was sufficiently smooth for his purpose”. 

The letters are so slightly raised, that the hand might be passed over 

the surface without the idea being suggested that characters existed 

upon it.” 

In addition to these points of resemblance, the date of our epitaph 
is but two years antecedent to Mr. Saur’s—viz; in the year 1045 

A. D., his being 1047: and it might hardly be too much to assume 

that our Munammap was the father of the Fatima whose death that 

monument recorded ! 

For the deciphering and translation which follow I am indebted to 

my brother, Mr. H. T. Prinszp, one of our Vice-Presidents. It com- 

prehends in fact precisely the selfsame passage from the Koran quoted 

in the Roy. As. Society’s description. 

The only doubtful reading is that of the name of Munammap’s 

father, where the letters are slightly mixed. Ashaft wald Haida is the 

best that can be made of it, but the d of wald is more likean r. 

: % 

7 : 
wy? Ur 3! G Lo iS Aiiaacnidl 3 ae ad 

Lue ply HSL YN vote ait og NS 

a 5h ng pti 2) oye 

dws 9S ‘seal, > bo tes Urigy SN ese Nes wy? Sa 

! 

* There is another advantage in the natural cleavage, viz. : that the surface is 
black, whereas the interior is of a much lighter color, so that the letters become 

visible as in the lithograph upon a very slight abration of the intervals.—Ep. 
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wW wW 

Use Qaida? child hd) | fe 

Translation of the Arabic Epitaph. 

In the name of the most merciful God, ‘ God ! there is no God but he ; 

the living, the self-subsisting ; neither slumber nor sleep overtaketh him ; 

to him belongeth whatsoever is in heaven and on earth. Who is he that 

can intercede with him, but through his good pleasure? He knoweth 

that which is past and that which is to come unto them, and they shall 

not comprehend any thing of his knowledge, but so far as he pleaseth. 

His throne is extended over heaven and earth, and the preservation of 

both is ho burthen unto him. He is the high, the mighty* !’ The tomb 

of Mahomed, the son of AsHar1t wap Harpa (?) deceased on Monday, 

the 18th day, being past of the month of Jumadi ul dkhir in the year (of the 

Hijira) four hundred and thirty-sevent. May God have compassion 

upon him and unite him with his prophet, Munammap, on whom be the 

blessing of God. 2 

Inscriptions from Hund, near Attock. 

In M. Covurt’s ‘ Conjectures on the march of ALEXANDER,’ pub- 

lished in the July number of last year’s Journal}, occurred the follow- 

ing passage : ‘‘ On the western bank of the Indus ruins may be observed 

at Pever Toppi, Hound, and Mahamadpur. Those of Hound are all 

striking, and there may be found blocks of marble containing inscrip- 

tions traced in characters quite unknown to its inhabitants.” 
This intimation was not of a nature to be lost sight of, on the 

occasion of a second visit to the country, by so enterprising a traveller 

* Saxr’s Koran, vol. I. page 48. This passage, which is justly admired as coa- 

taining a noble description of the Divine Majesty and Providence, is often recit- 

ed by Muhammadans in their prayers ; and some wear it about them engraved on 

an agate or other precious stone (Reland de gemmis, Arab.) It is called the dyat 

ul kursi from the mention of the throne of God toward the conclusion. 

t+ Equivalent to the 30th December, 1045, Monday. (See useful Tables.) 

+ Journal Asiatic Society, Vol. V. page 395. 
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as Captain Burnes. Finding therefore that M. Court had not 
Since enjoyed an opportunity of following up his discovery, he has- 

tened on reaching AZtock to fulfil the desire I had expressed to obtain 

accurate facsimiles of the writings at Hound or Hand, a ruinous 

place situated on the north bank of the Indus, about 20 miles above 

Attock. 

“I have, however,” writes this zealous and active explorer, “ not 

only got facsimiles, but raja Gutas Sineu, when he heard of my 

curiosity immediately sent me the stones themselves, and 1 have 

placed them in deposit at Péshdwer in charge of mulla Nags1's, subject 

to your commands, that is, if they be found worth sending, they shall be 

sent to you: they are all on marble, and appear to me to be in the 

Sanskrit tongue. 

“No. 1, (lithegraphed on a reduced scale in Plate XLVI.) is an 

inscription said to be fifteen hundred years old, which had found its 

way into a moslem building, though originally in a Hindu temple. A 

follower of the faithful made a mortar of it and thence the round hole, 

in which the barbarian pounded his massdia, (culinary condiment. ) 

“No. 2, (see Plate XLVII.) is an inscription at the base of an 

idol: but the image has disappeared with exception of his two feet, 

having been destroyed by the idol-breaking (but-shikan) Mahomedans. 

I fear it is too much mutilated to shew more than the nature of the 

writing. 

“Nos. 3 and 4 are ornaments cut upon other stones, the former 

very neatly in white marble. No. 4 has the addition of a shell, and 

a monogram,’’—(the word sri in an old form of Nugari.) 

‘* As to inscriptions I have got intelligence of three others on the 

road across Hindu Kush into Badakshdn. There is one, Babel-like, ona 

brick from a ruin lying between Kuner and Bajour, (see foot of Plate 

XLVI.) and I have sent a man to copy the whole, as well as for 

others of which I have tidings, one on the small road between Dur 

and Arab Khan, and the other in Cashgar. I hope they will all ere long 

appear in your journal, and I wish any might turn out Greek, but the 

only Greek article I have yet heard of, is a helmet on an idol in the 

same neighbourhood which I hope soon to possess.” 
Inscription No. 1. is, as Captain Burnes supposes, Sanskrit, and 

had we the stone itself instead of a copy made by hand, I think all 

that remains on the mutilated fragment might be read :—but, how- 

ever well executed, it is clear that in the present facsimile the m and s 

are frequently confounded, also ch, 7, and x, which nearly resemble 

one another. Again the cross line in the sh ¥, seems omitted where 
5 T 
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we see a Y surmounting a @ contrary to the rules of the Sanskrit 

grammar. ‘The correction hazarded on this:score in the third line 

is of some importance, because it brings in the powerful Turushcas 

(or Turks) as foes overcome by the nameless hero of the record. The 

only name on the stone is that of Sri TinnakaA Br&Aaman, who was 

most probably but the composer of the versification, or the engraver ! 

so that nothing valuable to history has been gained but the fact of 

the extension of Indian rule to this point of the Indus, and its early 

struggles with the Tartar tribes beyond. -As to date I should guess, 

andt hat may be done with tolerable accuracy now from the gradual 

transformation of the Devanagari letters, that it belonged to the 
seventh or eighth century—somewhat less than local tradition assigns. 

I have collected together line for line such words and sentences ag 

could be safely transcribed :—in some (as the fifth line) by supplying an 

Initial word, KamatAx&nta pandit has found a complete half verse. 

The concluding words @aat Sifax sutra ki hogi has the sound of pure 

Hindi; it is not Sanskrit. 

Transcript of Inscription, Plate XLVF. 

1 afeai yufadafad at FcarfafHeas 
2 aifiautca fina fearrafeiires 

3 AAAI AAAIGT (ATE) RLUTATAT 

4 sfasntafganesafiredea (a fa 

5 (aaa efara das thrarrstsd| waTatata 

zuatey frase SET (7) 

6 Aqdurddtaes:y sadawstdaad] .... aedfaaa.... 

7 fauanacfaucma........ vag .. fafaqraa 

8 wafafafreet..... 0... 02... oe ary 
9 AM wee ee@eeeesreoes @©@esee SLU 0.0 0 0 ej00.0/s eae ele 

10 Zawaetfaa ws. eee... MUG TATTRITIA 
11 ara ..... ABT... STATA WTAMATa 

12 waa (an) aMdae: | awa .... fads... 7... 7 

13 wes aifre am | ..afrs wate 
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Translation, 
1. . . Blessings ;—whose kingly and priestly rule even among his ene- 

mies spreads: 

2.,).,,. above his glory goes ,. ,.,.., «for pleasure... .. . +. 

. the powerful flesh-eating Turusheus causing alarm to, 

4. . . .Jlavishing bland speech on spiritual superiors and brahmans 
without number. 

- Such a prince as attracts all things to him ; persevering in the pro- 
tection of his people. 

: - » + . What in the world is difficult (for him) to accomplish ? 

ad 

or 

6. . . husband of Parbati ; : . .wentonaroad, ., . 

Pay o. elephant (30% .. 091) fiithne mother’s (?) and father's virtue 
8. . . endure for ages, f - : . glory and excellence. 
9. virtue. : - . : : : ; 

10. of Deva the great riches, : ; . rule . wads) ym MEO) ese 

1S ape ae .great . F : .sun . . . living among. 

Odie ho, 3 . the cheerful-minded ; : : : . ‘ Pidee 

13. . . then Sri Tillaka bréhman, : . (shall be made beautiful ?) 

Of the inscription under the mutilated image I can make nothing 

more than that it is Sanskrit, and of about the same age. I will 

therefore conclude with an extract from Captain Burngs’ letter, allud- 

ing to the sketch of the Khaiber tope, made by Mr. Gonsatves, rough- 

ly copied in Plate XLVII. 

«‘T have just seen the grand Khaiber tope of which so much has 

been said. It is like all the others I have seen, but the pedestal, or 

basement, or whatever it should be called is different. This looks 

more like a sepulchral monument than any other tope. It is near 

Lal bég kd garhi in the very pass, and is a very conspicuous object on 

the right hand as you pass. It has not been opened, and of course 

is considered to contain great treasures, which I hope you will ere 

long have the opportunity of investigating. Besides this tope there 

are several forts in Khaiber of massive structure crowning the summit 

of the hills, and attributed to the time of the kdjirs, or of course the 
era preceding Isldm.”’ 

I thus prematurely introduce a mention of this unopened tope, that 

I may draw the attention of those who are about to undertake its 

examination to some points of inquiry particularly solicited by a 

German savant, Professor Ritrer of Berlin, who has just favored me 

with an essay on the architecture of these topes, and is now printing 

a more elaborate memoir, lately read to the academy of sciences at 

Berlin, on the curious proportions, construction, and destination of these 

singular monuments, which he supposes to develop and designate 

572 
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remarkable facts regarding Buddhism and its influence on the history 
of central Asia. 

I must extract the passage from professor Ritrsr’s letter: ‘A few 

words will shew how desirable it would be to communicate the original 

measurements, ground plan, dimensions, &c. of the tope of Manikyala 

whose interior has been laid open by General VentuRA: or if this 

should be impossible, it would be extremely interesting to know the in- 

ner construction of those singular compact colossal stupas by more ac- 

curate investigation and measurement ; particularly the manner of con- 

structing the cupolas and the inner little chambers, and the square mass 

of masonry exactly in the centre of the mound, regularly built of quarri- 

ed stones*. Now by combining the number of feet you mention in the 

excavation from the height to the base of the last small chamber, or 

bason under the immense stone slab, and by the singular equidistant 
proportions of the places where antiques and coins were found as 

originally deposited, I am induced to conclude that there must have 

been originally nine stages, or stories, from the base of the monument 

to the platform of the cupola: these nine stages corresponding with 

the nine nirvanas of Buddhist doctrine, and with the monuments of 

nine stages anciently erected in Ceylon. The stages are only éntrinsi- 

cally revealed in the Bactrian topes by the floor of the chambers on 

which the medals were deposited; the dilapidation of the cupolas by 

the Musalmans to plunder the metallic ornaments at the top, having filled 

up with rubbish falling in from above the whole interior of the lower : 

(carré parfait & douze pieds tres bien etabhi au centre, qu'on a creusé 

dix pieds de profondeur, dont la battisse reguliére s’est terminée la 

&c. +). But how did these stages communicate with one another? 

were there staircases '—No mention is made of any steps from floor 

to floor. 

«The other excavations by Messrs. Masson, Grrarp, HonicHBER- 

GER, &c. give no nearer insight into the actual architectural construc- 

tion of these monuments, and seem made directly from top to bottom 

merely to get at the hidden in the readiest manner. I therefore 

venture to invite your attention to the contents of my memoir.” 

I have given the passage at length to prove to our explorers in the 

north what keen eyes are fixed upon their proceedings, and to shew 

how necessary it is to leave nothing unnoticed in their operations on 

the topes; but for myself I have no anticipations of the Professor’s 

* J.A.S. ILI. p. 315. This passage was afterwards explained to have been 

somewhat misunderstood,—see M. Court’s account of the same tope.— En. 
ft Ditto page 317. 
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